
Robert Smith 
Audio Editor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Music editors, also called sound and audio editors, primarily work to perfect
the sound for film and video projects. Read on for some pros and cons of 
starting down this career path.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Audio Editor
ABC Corporation -   2001 – 2002 

Responsibilities:

 Created engaging online video content, consistent with the 
station&rsquo;s content strategy.

 Edited audio, video, photos, text, still and motion graphics in a manner 
that tells a compelling story.

 Emphasis on creative storytelling, specific to digital and social media 
platforms.

 Worked closely and cooperatively with field crews, assignment desk, 
broadcast and digital producers, managers, video editors and 
production team.

 Published and managed content on multiple digital platforms, including 
the stations local website, mobile and social networks using current 
production and web-delivery tools.

 Assisted in online coverage of daily news events, major news events, 
breaking news and severe weather.

 Coordinated with editorial and technical staff to facilitate the migration 
of multimedia content to new media platforms, including video, audio, 
still photos and graphics.

Audio Editor
Delta Corporation -   2008 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Uses audio editing skills to mix and edit raw voice and music files to a 
predetermined script using Adobe Audition and Excel to produce 
finalized audio Bible files to meet all time-sensitive deadlines for 
distribution.

 Places music files and performs techniques to improve sound quality
 Adjusts music and effects to coincide with the length of the language 

and the designated placement of such effects.
 Reviews and quality control checks final versions of New Testament files

prior to distribution for content and audio quality; listening to their mix, 
ensuring the audio is correct and accurate to the text, making notes of 
inaccuracies.

 They will edit the audio as needed, cleaning any distracting breaths 
and/or background noises, cutting/pasting room tone to create 
necessary spacing, and splicing rerecorded or created corrections, 
seamlessly into the original audio.

 Specific file preparation for use in Gospel Films
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(123)-456-7899
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www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Close attention to detail, 
Social Media skills.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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 Review and quality control of recorded files, before batching them for 
the appropriate formats needed for FCBH distribution platforms.

Education

Diploma in Sound Engineering
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